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Classes offered in: Drawing • Painting • Pottery • Collage • Photography 
• Printmaking • Sculpture • Jewellery & Metalsmithing • Art History & More 

There’s an artist 
in all of us.

Early Bird 
Registration!

Sign up by November 29 

and you could win your 

class for FREE!  

See Registration section 

for details.

Register online @ dvsa.ca
Cover artwork Comparison Is A Killjoy (detail) 
by DVSA artist, Barbara Young. 

March Break Programs for  
Children & Teens also included!

WINTER 2020
Adult & Children Programs



“To practice any art, no 

matter how well or badly, 

is a way to make your 

soul grow. So do it.”
– Kurt Vonnegut

Winter art classes begin January 4 and 

run until March 13, 2020. 

March Break Art Camps run from 

March 16 – 20.

A thriving hub for artists and art instruction,  

Dundas Valley School of Art is an independent not-for-profit  

art school, serving the Hamilton region since 1964.  

Through our courses, lectures and workshops, we provide 

high-quality and accessible visual arts education to over  

6,000 registrants annually, bringing together artists  

of all ages and from all walks of life. 
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Support for Dundas Valley School of Art is generously provided by

DVSA is a charitable organization. Charitable # 118889484RR0001

Our refund policy has changed. Before 
registering, please be sure to review our 

updated refund policy for classes and 
camps on page 45 and at dvsa.ca/policies.
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Featured Courses for Winter
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*NEW* The Handbuilt Teapot with Christie Gruppé
The teapot is considered the most complex of functional 
pottery forms. Learn the process of designing a handbuilt 
teapot from start to finish, looking at teapot tips and tricks 
and using the slab roller, extruder, coils and molds. Christie’s 
calming influence and dash of whimsy is living proof of the 
joy handmade pottery brings into our daily lives. Page 34

*NEW* Drawing and Painting from the Costume Figure 
with Ward Shipman
Simplify the daunting task of drawing and painting the 
costume figure. Using sustained poses, you’ll explore the art 
of rendering the human figure in a variety of media. Ward’s 
relaxed manner and extensive art knowledge makes each 
class an enjoyable experience. Page 20

*NEW* Old Master Copies: Oil or Acrylic with Matthew Tarini
Choose an artwork created between the 16th and 19th centuries 
and work your way from the initial drawing to the painting  
process. You’ll come away with a better understanding of the 
fundamentals of painting. New to DVSA, Matthew returns to  
his hometown of Hamilton with an M.F.A., a love for realism  
and wicked drawing and painting skills. Page 29

*NEW* Collagraph Prints with Angela Snieder
Discover the rewarding art of collagraph printmaking. You’ll 
learn the approaches to plate-making and then using both 
intaglio and relief techniques, print dazzling single and multi-
plate images. A former printmaking instructor at the University 
of Alberta, Angela arrives with an impressive CV detailing her 
teaching, exhibitions and awards. Page 39

*NEW* Introduction to Glass Blowing  
with Paull Rodrigue
Two special opportunities to learn about the exciting world 
of glassblowing at the studio of local master artisan, Paull 
Rodrigue. Be ready to blow, paddle, reheat and punty your 
glass creations. An Art Auction standout, Paull’s acclaimed 
work pushes the boundaries of glass as an art form and is 
found in collections worldwide. Page 42



Winter Children and Teen Classes at a Glance
Monday After School Colour Blast Ages 4-6

  *NEW* With Pencils & Paint Ages 7-10

  Watercolour for Teens Ages 11+

Tuesday  After School *NEW* The LEGO Canvas Ages 6+

  After School Art Jam Ages 7+

Wednesday Afternoon *NEW* Treasures in Time: Homeschoolers Edition Ages 4-8

 After School *NEW* Artists’ Playtime Ages 4-6

  *NEW* Young Architects Ages 7+

  Paint Explorations for Teens Ages 11+

  Teen Pottery Ages 11+

Thursday After School *NEW* Cartoon Animation Ages 11+

  Portrait Drawing for Teens Ages 11+

Friday Morning First Art Ages 2-4

 Evening Clay x 2: A Parent & Child Clay Handbuilding Class Ages 6+

  *NEW* Fabulous Fabric Fun Ages 10+

  Teen Drawing and Painting:  Winter Edition Ages 11+

Saturday Morning  *NEW* Weekend Art Wonders Ages 4-5

  Saturday Drawing & Painting Ages 5-7

  Pottery: From the Beginning Ages 6-8

  Cartoonmania Ages 7+

Saturday Workshops *NEW* Monoprint Magic: A Parent & Child Workshop Ages 6+

  *NEW* Jewellery Basics – Twinkle to Shine Ages 12+

 Afternoon *NEW* Weekend Art Wonders Ages 6-8

  Saturday Drawing & Painting Ages 7-10

  Pottery: From the Beginning Ages 9+

  Teen Drawing and Painting:  Winter Edition Ages 11+

Sunday Afternoon Clay x 2: A Parent & Child Clay Handbuilding Class Ages 6+
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“DVSA takes kids on a wonderful journey to explore art in its  

various forms and styles. My children looked forward to  

a new adventure each week! ”
  – Yee Winn Tan 



Children and Teen Classes
3C01 First Art Ages 2-4
Sandra Greenblatt, B.A.
Friday: January 10 – February 28 (8 weeks) 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Stimulate your child’s senses and excite their imaginations! You’ll play and work together with your 
child in this first-time art experience that includes drawing, painting, collage, printmaking and clay. 
Explore line, shape, colour, pattern and texture through seasonal activities and the works of famous 
artists. A special storytime is included each week. One caregiver is welcome per child, but required for 
children ages 2-3. Course Fee: $105 + HST Limit: 12 students

3C02 Colour Blast! Ages 4-6
Sandra Greenblatt, B.A.
Monday: January 6 – March 2 (8 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
New projects this term! Imaginative, vibrant pieces will fill your child’s art portfolio as we work in 
drawing, painting, collage and clay while learning about colour, theory, line, shape and texture.  
Along the way, your young artist will develop an appreciation for art, create a personal sketchbook  
and learn about the lives and works of different renowned artists. 
*Please note: there will be no class on February 17* Course Fee: $185 + HST  Limit: 16 students

3C03 *NEW* Artists’ Playtime Ages 4-6 
Tina Destro, B.A.
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
Artists, let’s get busy! Each week, we ramp up the fun with drawing, painting and fabulous sculpture 
projects using clay, wood and more. We’ll talk about the history and creative process of renowned 
artists and make projects inspired by their work as we explore art basics such as colour, shape, line 
and learning to draw in 3-D. Parents, be prepared for an influx of vibrant new pieces for the home 
gallery! Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C04 *NEW* Treasures in Time: Homeschoolers Edition Ages 4-8
Sandra Greenblatt, B.A.
Wednesday: January 8 – February 26 (8 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
A special afternoon class with art activities inspired by ancient creatures, civilizations and the geniuses 
of the art world. We’ll start in the Mesozoic era and move through art history to the end of the 18th 
century, learning about the greatest artworks ever created. A special storytime each session leads to 
art projects in drawing, painting, collage, printmaking and other media as we create our own artistic 
treasures focussed on the style of a particular time period or artist.  
Course Fee: $185 + HST Limit: 16 students
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Children and Teen Classes
3C05 *NEW* Weekend Art Wonders 
Tina Destro, B.A.
Saturday: January 11 – March 7 (9 weeks) 

A: 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Ages 4-5
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Ages 6-8

Creativity lives here! Spark your child’s imagination as they engage with all kinds of art materials and 
projects in this stimulating Saturday program. The works of art world greats will inspire our ideas to 
take flight through drawing, painting, sculpting and more. Watercolour paints, charcoal pencils, pastels 
and beautifully coloured paper are just some of the materials we’ll work with as we draw and paint 
animals, 3D objects, still lifes and abstracts. Finding inspiration in the natural world and stories all lead 
to studio time focused on self-expression and falling in love with art-making.  
Course Fee: $215 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C06 Saturday Drawing & Painting 
Samantha O’Connell, Hons. B.A.
Saturday: January 11 – March 7 (9 weeks) 

A: 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Ages 5-7
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Ages 7-10

All new projects for Winter! Further develop your child’s creative literacy skills through traditional 
and experimental methods of art-making. The artists will explore nature and their imaginations using 
pencils, ink, pastels and various forms of paint. We’ll celebrate a love for lines and draw and paint with 
simple steps and familiar shapes. Projects may include landscapes, portraits and still life, involving 
favourite animals, fantasy creatures and other flights of fancy directly from the screen and storybooks! 
Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C07 *NEW* The LEGO Canvas Ages 6+
Katlin Walsh, Sheridan College
Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
LEGO can be much more than just a building material! Each week, we’ll explore a different way to 
make art combining LEGO with painting, drawing, stamping and sculpting. This imaginative “think 
outside the brick” class of art adventures is sure to generate take home pieces that will inspire 
creativity around the house and have your young artist contemplating what other cool things can be 
made with their toys. Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C08 Clay x 2: A Parent & Child Clay Handbuilding Class Ages 6+
Dawn Hackett-Burns, Sheridan College

A: Friday: January 10 – February 28 (8 weeks) 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
B: Sunday: January 12 – March 1 (8 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 

Together with your child, you’ll learn the basic techniques of working with this malleable medium. 
Explore coil and slab building as you form pinch pots and pitchers. You’ll then have a chance to create 
a final collaborative piece which you’ll glaze together and send to the kiln to be fired.  
Course Fee: $309 + HST Limit: 8 sets of 1 parent / 1 child 

3C09 *NEW* Monoprint Magic – A Parent & Child Workshop Ages 6+  
Angela Snieder, B.F.A, M.F.A.
Saturday: January 4 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 pm. 
Jump into the art of object printing in this 1-day parent & child monoprint workshop. Bring your own 
textured objects or experiment with a variety of supplied materials like leaves, doilies and fabric to 
create a series of one-of-a-kind prints. This hands-on workshop focuses on play and experimentation 
with texture, colour and composition. Course Fee: $115 + HST Limit: 6 sets of 1 parent / 1 child



Children and Teen Classes
3C10 Pottery: From the Beginning
Reid Flock, Sheridan College
Saturday: January 11 – March 7 (9 weeks) 

A: 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Ages 6-8
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Ages 9+

A Saturday favourite! Explore the joys of clay using the basic methods of handbuilding and throwing  
on the pottery wheel. Basic glazing techniques will also be introduced in this fun, fast program.  
Dress for mud! Course Fee: $219 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C11 *NEW* With Pencils and Paint Ages 7-10
Tina Destro, B.A.
Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
An art class devoted to the fundamentals of drawing and painting as we work on still lifes, animals, 
landscapes and many other intriguing subjects. Topics include deconstructing objects, learning to use 
shapes as guides, lessons in 2D and 3D perspective, watercolour and acrylic basics and much more. 
And yes, easel time is back! *Please note: there will be no class on February 17*  
Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C12 After School Art Jam Ages 7+
Nancy Benoy, B.A.
Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
In this studio, the emphasis is on fun, friends, and fresh art ideas. Your child will create collaborative 
and individual projects in drawing, painting and sculpture while experimenting with inventive 
combinations of art materials. Creative exploration starts here!  
Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 16 students
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Children and Teen Classes
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3C13 *NEW* Young Architects Ages 7+
Natasja Bischoff, B.F.A.
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
Does your child love to build? If so, pull out the hardhat for studio sessions constructing 3-D creations 
from a variety of materials as we explore line, shape, colour and the physics/engineering concepts that 
go into designing and erecting a building. This exciting new class will bring out the Frank Gehry in your 
child as they discover how their imagination relates to the architectural world around them.  
Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C14 Cartoonmania Ages 7+ 
Jerry Hish, DVSA
Saturday: January 11 – March 7 (9 weeks) 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
A Saturday classic! Ignite your child’s imaginative cartooning skills as they create their very own 
original comic strips, comic books, advertisements and animation. Students will learn to draw animals, 
people, expression, action, composition and backgrounds. An 8” X 10” spiral-ringed sketchpad with 
white paper is required. Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C15 *NEW* Fabulous Fabric Fun Ages 10+   
Chantal Lloyd, B. Ed.
Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. 
Behold as ordinary fabric scraps transform into extraordinary and unique pieces of art. In this studio, 
we experiment with various embroidery, hand sewing and pattern-making techniques, making use of 
fabrics and fabric scraps for our creations. Collage-making, quilting and tapestry design – it’s all part 
of the fabric fun! Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C16 *NEW* Cartoon Animation Ages 11+
Mike Cope, Hons. B.A., B.Ed., O.C.T.
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
Bring your drawings to life as you explore the magic of cartoon animation! Using the 12 Basic 
Principles of Animation (ie. squash & stretch, anticipation, follow through & overlapping action), you’ll 
work with the tools of the trade: animation peg bars, lightboxes, as well as computer & camera 
equipment to digitize each drawing into video format. You’ll also further develop your skills in cartoon 
character design and visual storytelling by creating your own model/expression sheets, character 
rotations and storyboards. At least one previous cartooning and/or drawing class is recommended.  
A 3-ring binder (min. 2”) is required. Course Fee: $285 + HST includes equipment fee. 
Limit: 12 students

3C17 Watercolour for Teens Ages 11+
Lena Montecalvo
Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m.
Develop a strong foundation of watercolour techniques that can be applied to floral, landscape, 
abstract or any subject you feel inspired to paint. We’ll also get experimental as we splash, splatter 
and spray, drip, pour and scratch, utilizing colourful inks, resist materials, pastels and markers. Vibrant 
results guaranteed!  *Please note: there will be no class on February 17*  
Course Fee: $215 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C18 Teen Pottery Ages 11+
Reid Flock, Sheridan College
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
Express your teen spirit through the art of pottery. You’ll explore throwing clay on the wheel, hand-
building and hot and cold surface treatments as you develop your own style and ceramic pieces. This 
is a great class for connecting with new friends while developing your personal approaches and ideas 
in clay. Course Fee: $245 + HST Limit: 16 students 
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Children and Teen Classes
3C19 Paint Exploration for Teens Ages 11+
Miles Wallace, O.C.T., B.A. 
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
Not sure which painting medium is for you? In this lively after school studio, learn how to create 
stunning works of art in three painting mediums: oil, acrylic and watercolour. We’ll cover the 
fundamental painting techniques for each medium while using paint in both traditional and modern 
styles. Course Fee: $215 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C20 Portrait Drawing for Teens Ages 11+
Miles Wallace, B.A., O.C.T.
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 4:15 p.m. – 6:15 p.m. 
This beginner’s portrait drawing class will give you the encouragement and basic skills needed to 
create convincing portraits that make people say, “That looks just like them!” Using different media 
such as pencil and charcoal, we’ll explore how to draw accurate facial expressions, gestures and 
poses and tackle important topics such as perspective and proportion. Lots of guidance and plenty of 
fun. Course Fee: $269 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 16 students

3C21 Teen Drawing and Painting: Winter Edition Ages 11+
A: Michelle Guitard, Georgian College
  Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
B: Miles Wallace, B.A., O.C.T.
  Saturday: January 11 – March 7 (9 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

New projects for Winter! Discover your creative voice through exciting modern and classic mediums. 
Painting, drawing, encaustic and three dimensional rendering promise to jiggle those right brain cells 
and inspire you to expand your artistic horizons. Lessons are aimed at building eclectic art skills 
through engaging and challenging activities. Course Fee: $219 + HST Limit: 16 students 

3C22 *NEW* Jewellery Basics – Twinkle to Shine Ages 12+ 
Loren Clough, B.F.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.
Saturday: February 29 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Jump Rings or Split rings; Crimp Beads, Tubes and Covers, Screw Eye Pins and Eye-pins; Earring 
Hooks and Backs; Lobster Clasps and Endings… together, we’ll engage in some fun and fabulous 
jewellery projects designed to make sense of all the different types of jewellery findings so you’re 
ready for your next visit to the craft store. Course Fee: $85 + HST Limit: 16 students 

dvsa.ca

OPEN HOUSE!
Our studios will be filled with a variety of  

endearing art activities sure to make Valentine’s  
Day last throughout the Family Day weekend!

Sunday February 16, 1:30 – 4:30 p.m.
Our FREE Family Art Day Open Houses are all about making art  
and having fun with your family. This is a unique opportunity to 

create alongside one another in a variety of disciplines from  
painting to pottery. Drop-in. No registration required.

Funding for this project is provided by CIBC Wood Gundy Burlington,  
Corus Children’s Fund and Dougher Community Fund  

at Hamilton Community Foundation. 
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Children and Teen ClassesChildren and Teen Camps: March Break

March 16-20, 2020
Our March Break art classes for children and teens offer restorative daily getaways. Taught by 
qualified, professional artists, the programs encourage originality and are designed to develop your 
child’s creative literacy and art skills – all in a fun and supportive studio environment. Unless stated 
otherwise, programs are half-day sessions for one week. If two programs are combined for a full 
day of instruction, lunch supervision will be provided. Please note: We are unable to provide refunds/
credits for days missed due to inclement weather.

Extended Care Extended!
We’re pleased to offer an on-site Extended Care program for our young artists during the March 
Break week. Our new extended hours are from 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.* and 3:30 – 6:00 p.m. The 
program provides the children with a nurturing environment, engaging programming and quality 
care from our licensed ECE care provider. Cost is $80 for the week (full week only, no refunds) 
and pre-registration is required. Availability is limited. Visit the March Break page on our website 
at dvsa.ca for full details.

*Regular on-site supervision begins at 9:00 a.m. and classes start at 9:30 a.m.

3C23 Think Spring! Ages 4-6
Sandra Greenblatt, B.A.

A: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Get into the spirit of a forthcoming spring as we create bright and sunny art in the studio! Our 
colourful art projects will focus on plants and flowers; bugs and butterflies; rainbows and St. Patrick’s 
Day activities. A special storytime will be included each day as we learn how famous artists depict our 
world when Spring has sprung! Different themes and activities for each day, but please note the same 
program activities are offered in AM & PM – students staying all day should choose an alternate camp 
for their other morning or afternoon session. Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C24 Make It and Move It Ages 4-6
Samantha O’Connell, Hons. B.A.

A: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.

A creative camp for children who want to express themselves beyond drawing and painting – where  
music, movement and art-making are all part of the daily fun! Art lessons are inspired by classical 
painters and composers, and allow children to engage in group music activities. In addition, the artists 
will be offered classical and modern dance options designed to encourage their creativity.  
Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C25 *NEW* Art Jam: March Of Pets
Michelle Teitsma, Sheridan College

A: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Ages 8+
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Ages 6-8

For the young artist naturally curious about everything and wanting to try it all: drawing and painting, 
sculpture, printmaking and collage. A special focus will be on pets and painting. Using a photograph 
of their pet or a pet to be someday, the artists will learn basic skills to draw and paint a finished pet 
portrait. Throughout, we’ll discover fabulous new ways to ignite your child’s inner creativity with a slew 
of fun new projects each day. Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 16 students
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3C26 *NEW* The LEGO Canvas Ages 6+
Katlin Walsh, Sheridan College

A: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.

LEGO can be much more than just a building material! Each day, we’ll explore a different way to make 
art combining LEGO with painting, drawing, stamping and sculpting. This imaginative “think outside 
the brick” camp of art adventures is sure to generate take home pieces that will inspire creativity 
around the house and have your young artist contemplating what other cool things can be made with 
their toys. Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C27 Pottery Palooza: March Break Edition
Reid Flock, Sheridan College

A: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Ages 6-8 
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Ages 8+

Laughter Alert: Making pottery is highly addictive and may cause creativity, new ideas and gales of 
laughter. Students will explore the joys of clay as they construct pieces, using both the wheel and hand 
building techniques. Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C28 Cartoon Magic: Sportoons Ages 7+
Jerry Hish, DVSA
9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Whether it’s a hole in one, a home run or hat trick, this week we slam dunk our imaginations as we 
draw sports and athletic cartoons. Cartoonists are required to bring their own 8 x 10 spiral ringed 
sketchbook. Any reference to licensed characters are for inspirational purposes only.  
Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C29 Cartoon Magic: Bump in the Night Ages 7+
Jerry Hish, DVSA
1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
How about a ghost on a skateboard, a vampire with a toothache, or a superhero unicorn? This week, 
we’ll learn to draw fun and silly monsters and fantasy creatures. Whether they come from outer space, 
legends or myths, we’ll cartoon a slew of fun and fantastic creatures through drawing lessons and 
projects. Cartoonists are required to bring their own 8 x 10 spiral ringed sketchbook. Any reference to 
licensed characters are for inspirational purposes only. Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 16 students 

Children and Teen ClassesChildren and Teen Camps: March Break
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Children and Teen ClassesChildren and Teen Camps: March Break
3C30 *NEW* Primed to Print Ages 7+ 
Loren Clough, B.F.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.
9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Taking the art of printmaking to another level and beyond! We’ll explore multiple types of printmaking 
methods, from using preformed stamps to creating our own dazzling mono-prints, relief prints, lino 
series and silk-screened images. Paints and water-based inks will be used. Please bring a 100% 
cotton t-shirt or pillowcase. Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 12 students

3C31 Jewels and Gems Ages 7+
Loren Clough, B.F.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.
1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.  
Add some extra “bling” to March Break. We’ll create wearable and trendy jewellery while learning a 
variety of techniques including beading methods (stringing, embroidery, weaving), macramé, basic 
metal work, wire wrapping and more! Lessons build upon each other, creating a progressive and fun 
week sure to fill jewellery boxes with unique and special pieces.  
Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 12 students

3C32 *NEW* Digital Photography and Photoshop for Teens Ages 11+ 
Miles Wallace, B.A., O.C.T.

A: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Understand how to capture that awesome shot that sets Instagram on fire. You’ll transform your 
camera into an extension of your creativity as you jump from AUTO to Manual and learn how to 
capture the perfect moment. You’ll also learn how to manipulate your photos and create wild and 
wonderful digital art with Adobe Photoshop. Filters, layers, effects and more – we’ll unpack all the 
tools needed to make your photos pop. Students require a digital camera with some manual settings 
(point & shoot or DSLR – not a phone/tablet camera). Course Fee: $149 + HST Limit: 12 students

3C33 Teen Drawing and Painting Ages 11+
Michelle Guitard, Georgian College

A: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
B: 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Discover your creative voice through exciting modern and classic mediums. Painting, drawing, 
encaustic and three dimensional rendering promise to jiggle those right brain cells and inspire you to 
expand your artistic horizons. Lessons are aimed at building eclectic art skills through engaging and 
challenging activities. Course Fee: $149 + HST Limit: 16 students

3C34 *NEW* Cartoon Animation at Dundas Museum  Ages 14+ 
Mike Cope, Hons. B.A., B.Ed., O.C.T.
9:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
Bring your drawings to life as you explore the magic of cartoon animation! Using the 12 Basic 
Principles of Animation (ie. squash & stretch, anticipation, follow through & overlapping action), you’ll 
work with the tools of the trade such as animation peg bars, lightboxes and computer & camera 
equipment to digitize each drawing into video format. You’ll also further develop your skills in cartoon 
character design and visual storytelling by creating your own model/expression sheets, character 
rotations and storyboards. At least one previous cartooning and/or drawing class is recommended. 
A 3-ring binder (min. 2”) is required. This camp is located at Dundas Museum – participants should 
arrange to meet there. As students are teens, no lunch supervision is provided. Unfortunately, 
Extended Care is not available at this location. Course Fee: $315 + HST includes equipment fee.  
Limit: 12 students.

905.628.6357



Adult Winter Classes At A Glance
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Monday Morning Beginners’ Drawing A
  Open Studio Workshop (All Day)

 Afternoon Portrait Drawing: First Steps
  Life Drawing: First Steps
  Waterscapes in Oils
  Clay Freestyle
  Portrait Modelling in Clay
  Figure Modelling in Clay
  *NEW* Art History A – Impressed by Impressionism

 Evening Beginners’ Drawing B
  *NEW* Drawing and Painting from the Costume Figure
  The Art of Still Life: Drawing with Colour A
  *NEW* How to Draw Pet Portraits From Photographs
  Beginners’ Acrylic Painting A
  Introduction to Pottery A
  *NEW* Advanced Soapstone Carving 

Tuesday Morning Portrait Drawing & Painting A
  Pen, Ink and Watercolour – Sketchbooking on the Run
  Beginners’ Oil Painting A 
  Beginners’ Abstract Painting A
  *NEW* Calligraphy: Uncial Script

 Afternoon Portrait Drawing & Painting B
  *NEW* Watercolour & Gouache – A Perfect Pair
  Every Painting Tells a Story 
  Introduction to Pottery B

 Evening Drawing for the Petrified A
  Pencil Portraits: Cats  
  Painting for the Petrified A
  Beginners’ Abstract Painting B
  More Exploring Landscape with the Group of Seven
  *NEW* Life Painting
  Introduction to Pottery C
  Introduction to Digital Photography A 
  Introduction to Stained Glass

Wednesday Morning Drawing for the Petrified B
  Painting for the Petrified B
  Beginners’ Watercolour A
  Painting, Colour Theory, and Still Life
  Good Morning Potters

 Afternoon *NEW* From Abstract Drawing to Painting
  Winter Landscapes in Acrylic – Beginner and Intermediate
  Paint Big

dvsa.ca
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Adult Spring Classes At A Glance
Wednesday Afternoon Collage and Acrylic 
  Introduction to Pottery D
  *NEW* Collagraph Prints

 Evening *NEW* Illustration for Newspapers and Magazines
  Beginners’ Watercolour B
  *NEW* Interpret Your Photos In Watercolour
  Watercolour: Concept & Technique
  Landscape Painting: First Steps
  Exploring Post Impressionism: Paul Cézanne and Vincent Van Gogh
  Introduction to Pottery E
  *NEW* A Collage Pendant
  *NEW* Bangle with a Charm

Thursday Morning The Art of The Self-Portrait
  Beginners’ Acrylic Painting B
  Painting from the Modern Masters (All Day)
  Landscape Painting from Photo Reference
  *NEW* Hollow-Building a Bust (Sculpture)
  *NEW* Vibrant Reduction Woodcut

 Afternoon Beginners’ Drawing C
  Intermediate and Advanced Watercolour
  *NEW* Old Master Copies: Oil or Acrylic
  Painting from the Modern Masters (All Day)
  Pottery Studio Thursday

 Evening *NEW* Cartoon Animation 
  Life Drawing: Portfolio Preparation for College & University
  Go BIG with Watercolour
  Beginners’ Oil Painting B
  Introduction to Pottery F
  Introduction to Soapstone Carving
  Introduction to Digital Photography B 
  Silkscreen Studio 

Friday Morning Drawing at the Museum
  The Art of Still Life: Drawing with Colour B
  Independent Painting
  Open Studio Workshop (All Day)
  Handbuilding 101 and Beyond

 Afternoon Portrait Drawing 
  *NEW* Art History B – Impressed by Impressionism

 Evening *NEW* Landscape Painting in Oil or Acrylic
  *NEW* Fish on Fridays (Pottery)
  *NEW* Portrait Sculpture

905.628.6357 15

Adult Winter Classes At A Glance



Beginner or Introductory – For students with little to no background in that art form. 
Intermediate – Some art background in that subject, typically two or more classes.
Advanced – The student has taken three or more courses in the medium or in related skill areas. 

 – denotes 1 or 2 day workshop 
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Adult Winter Classes At A Glance
Saturday  Morning *NEW* The Large Watercolour Abstract
  *NEW* Painting Flowers 

 Afternoon Life Workshop

Workshops
Pottery for the Petrified A January 4
*NEW* Buying A New Camera January 4
Embracing Encaustics January 4 & 5
*NEW* Your DSLR Camera Made Easy January 5
Pottery for the Petrified B January 5
Introduction to Expressive Watercolour Workshop 

January 11 & 12
*NEW* Sintra Printmaking Workshop  

January 11 & 18
Life Drawing Fundamentals Refreshers A:  

Focus on Movement January 12
*NEW* Potters’ Boot Camp January 12
Sterling Silver Drop Earrings A January 12
*NEW* The World in an Apple:  

A Workshop on Cézanne January 19
*NEW* Chainmail Boot Camp January 25
Life Drawing Fundamentals Refreshers B:  

Focus on Comparative Proportion January 26
*NEW* Object, Meet Acrylic:  

A Workshop January 26
Lightroom Classic Overview Workshop  

January 26 & February 2 
Botanical Printmaking Workshop February 1
*NEW* Cottonwood Bark Carving February 1 & 2 
*NEW* Introduction to Glass Blowing A  

February 1 & 2 
*NEW* Discovering Acrylics Workshop February 2
The Dynamic Winter Landscape and More!  

February 2
*NEW* The Handbuilt Teapot February 2 & 9

First Fridays: Licensed to Draw (and Paint) February 7
First Fridays: Licensed to Watercolour February 7
Driven to Abstraction February 8 & 9 
Life Drawing Fundamentals Refreshers C: 

Foreshortening February 9
*NEW* Creative Collage Workshop February 9
Sterling Silver Drop Earrings B February 9
*NEW* Stained Glass Workshop A –  

Valentine Hearts February 9
*NEW* Linocut Print Workshop February 15 & 22
Spray Booth Workshop February 16
Studio Lighting for Photography February 16
*NEW* Hypnotic Spirals February 22
*NEW* Printmaking: Getting Started February 22
Photographing Your Artwork February 23
*NEW* Stained Glass Workshop B – 

Snowflake with Bevels February 23
*NEW* Botanical Talisman Pendant Design  

February 23 & March 1
*NEW* Introduction to Glass Blowing B  

February 29 & March 1
Abstract Photography March 1 
Exploring the Extruder (Pottery) March 1
*NEW* Stained Glass Workshop C –  

Shamrocks March 1
First Fridays: Licensed to Draw (and Paint) March 6
First Fridays: Licensed to Watercolour March 6
*NEW* Jewellery Basics: Twinkle to Shine March 7
*NEW* Sgraffito Plate or Platter Workshop  

March 8 & 15

Course Listing Pre-requisites 



Drawing
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3A01 Drawing for the Petrified 
Alison Sawatzky, DVSA, Hon. B.A., B. Ed.

A: Tuesday: January 7 – 28 (4 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
B: Wednesday: January 8 – 29 (4 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

This is the perfect course for those who have always had aspirations to draw, but may be holding 
back. Learning to draw is essential for all aspiring artists and in this absolute beginner’s class, you’ll 
take those first tentative steps with the encouraging hand-hold you’ve been looking for. Even if the 
idea of putting a dot on a piece of paper makes you feel a tiny bit tremulous, over four weeks, we’ll 
explore how to bring eye, hand and pencil to paper and expand basic lines into shaded forms, moving 
textures and more. After building confidence and new skills, you may just be ready for a full Beginners’ 
class. All materials are supplied – just show up and let it happen.  
Course Fee: $165 + HST includes $15 material fee. Limit: 15 students

3A02 Beginners’ Drawing
A: Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. 
 Holly Sneath, B.A., M.F.A.
B: Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
 Les Drysdale, Hons. B.F.A.
C: Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 12:45 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
 Holly Sneath, B.A., M.F.A.

For anyone looking to become an artist, basic drawing skills are considered essential. This introduction 
to drawing course will challenge your senses and develop your drawing and shading skills – all in 
a supportive and inspirational environment. Topics include perspective and composition as well as 
the fundamentals of learning how to see. Class demonstrations and individual instruction provided 
throughout. Sections A & B please note: there will be no class on February 17* Course Fee Sections A 
& C: $285 + HST includes model fees for 3 sessions – two life models and one portrait model. Course 
Fee Section B: $259 + HST. Limit: 15 students

3A03 Portrait Drawing: First Steps
Holly Sneath, B.A., M.F.A.
Monday: January 6 –  February 3 (5 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Capturing the likeness of a human subject is immensely gratifying, but no easy task. This absolute 
beginner portrait class is for those who may be curious about portrait drawing, but uncertain how 
to begin. You’ll receive the encouragement, knowledge and basic skills needed to create convincing 
renderings while exploring media such as pencil and charcoal. The instructor will provide weekly 
demonstrations and considerable individual instruction, all designed to give you the confidence to 
enter the world of portrait artistry. At least one previous drawing class is advised.  
Course Fee: $189 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students

3A04 Portrait Drawing & Painting 
Katherine MacDonald, B.F.A.
Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks)

A: 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. 
B: 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Capture the complexity and grace of the human subject as you work in any drawing or painting 
medium. The same model will sit for both the morning and afternoon sessions. Students interested in 
working on longer sustained or larger pieces might consider registering for both classes.  
Course Fee: $335 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students

Drawing



Drawing
3A05 Portrait Drawing 
Rae Bates, B.A., M.A.
Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Capture the depth and expression of the human face.  Through short exercises and sustained  
poses, you’ll develop skills in representing form and composing portraits. Classes include 
demonstrations and plenty of group and individual instruction. All levels welcome.  
Course Fee: $335 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students

3A06 The Art Of The Self-Portrait
Holly Sneath, B.A., M.F.A.
Thursday: January 9 – February 27 (8 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
A classic area of study, the self portrait allows for a degree of freedom not found in other portrait 
projects. You’ll derive inspiration from works in the genre by some of the world’s great artists and then 
using various means, methods and media, draw, paint and collage your own studies, ranging from the 
playful to the formal. Come prepared to work from mirrors, photos, blind studies, etc.  
Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 15 students 

3A07 Drawing at the Museum
Katherine MacDonald, B.F.A.
Friday: January 10 – March 13 (10 weeks) 10:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. 
Bring the past into the present by exploring the fascinating collection of historic artifacts at Dundas 
Museum and Archives. Curious, beautiful and often poignant objects, elegant ladies’ clothing, military 
uniforms, toys, exuberantly decorated china and silverware, crystal, hand tools and more will provide 
true inspiration for your drawings. Some drawing experience recommended. Classes are held at 
Dundas Museum and Archives. Students must be members of the Museum. Memberships ($25/$20 
seniors) are available for purchase at the first class. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 10 students

18
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3A08 The Art of Still Life: Drawing with Colour
Rae Bates, B.A., M.A.

A: Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
B: Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

Using weekly still-life compositions as our subject, this class will help you develop strong pictorial 
compositions using coloured drawing media. Choose to work in pastel, coloured charcoal pencils or 
coloured conté. Lessons include how to use colour to represent form and space, perspective and other 
drawing techniques. All levels welcome with plenty of group demonstrations and individual instruction 
provided. *Section A please note: there will be no class on February 17*  
Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A09 Pencil Portraits: Cats
Michelle Teitsma, Sheridan College
Tuesday: January 7 – February 4 (5 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
This course uses the mighty feline as our inspiration for further improving our drawing skills. Learn 
how to capture the essence of these sensuous animals while working from photographs. We’ll cover 
the basic techniques of shape, light source, quality of line and shading with various pencils. Exercises 
include close up sketches where we will examine the face in detail, full body sketching of the graceful 
curvature so special to a cat, and how to portray fur. Previous drawing experience required.  
Course Fee: $149 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A10 *NEW* How To Draw Pet Portraits From Photographs
Michelle Teitsma, Sheridan College 
Monday: January 6 – February 3 (5 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
Do you have an adorable cat, dog, hamster or iguana that you’d love to capture in a drawing? In 
this class, we’ll explore various drawing techniques such as shading, indirect rendering, grids and 
gestures as we learn how to capture a likeness of your beloved pet. Plenty of individual instruction will 
be offered to help each student with their particular animal sketches. Be prepared to bring five photos 
of your pet – one for each class. Course Fee: $149 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A11 Pen, Ink and Watercolour – Sketchbooking on the Run
Irene Keesmaat, Hons B.A., B.Ed., O.C.T.
Tuesday: January 7 – February 11 (6 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Have sketchbook, will travel. Or for those armchair travellers, turn your photographs into creative 
records of the things that intrigue you. See how your pen and watercolour sketches turn into a 
book full of small scale works of art. A number of different approaches will be demonstrated and 
investigated. Whether it’s a trip abroad, or capturing the glories of your neighbourhood, or, closer still, 
your own backyard, with a sketchbook and a few basic materials, you can capture all that creative 
potential! Course Fee: $179 + HST Limit: 15 students18
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Michelle Teitsma

Originally trained in classical animation, Michelle is a spark plug in the 
studio, bringing a strong foundation of drawing and painting skills and 
experience with a wide range of media. She prefers to work in oil with her 
artwork being collected both nationally and abroad. With a style that is 
cheerful and encouraging, Michelle is dedicated to making each class a 
positive experience for her students. 



Drawing
3A12 *NEW* From Abstract Drawing To Painting 
Rosemary Vanderbreggen, Fleming & Sheridan Colleges
Wednesday: February 12 – March 4 (4 weeks)  1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Unleash your creativity as we explore the process of letting go and drawing – emphasizing process, 
intuition and being in the creative moment. We’ll use a variety of drawing materials on paper, exploring 
mediums, tools, techniques and composition to create our works. After some time working up a 
drawing you like, we’ll break down your drawn shapes and reproduce the drawings onto a painting 
surface using colour theory and design elements. You’ll build confidence as you work up several faster 
designs and move from one to the next to accomplish successful works of art. For all levels.  
Course Fee: $125 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A13 *NEW* Drawing and Painting from the Costume Figure
Ward Shipman, B.A., B.Ed.
Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
This studio is all about simplifying the daunting task of drawing and painting from the costume figure. 
Using sustained poses over 2 to 3 sessions, we’ll explore compositional elements and the art of 
rendering the human figure in a variety of media. You’ll have the flexibility to choose the media you’re 
comfortable with and try out new materials, but we’ll begin the first class with conte on newsprint. 
*Please note: there will be no class on February 17* Course Fee: $335 + HST includes model fee. 
Limit: 15 students

3A14 Life Drawing: First Steps 
Holly Sneath, B.A., M.F.A.
Monday: February 10 – March 9 (4 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.  
Drawing the human form remains a mainstay of art schools as it’s an excellent method for developing 
your drawing abilities and improving your eye as a visual artist. In this absolute beginner life drawing 
class, you’ll learn to develop the figure from the inside out. Starting with the rudimentary armature of 
the gesture drawing, you’ll explore building the figure in a clear step-by-step process. There’s plenty 
of encouragement and support as you acquire the skills you need to discover the joys and challenges 
of life drawing. At least one previous drawing class is advised.  
Course Fee: $155 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students

3A15 Life Drawing: Portfolio Preparation for College/University
Ward Shipman, B.A., B.Ed.
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Life drawing is the foundation for your portfolio, whether you are applying for Animation, Illustration, 
Fine Arts or Architecture in college or university. Three areas of drawing will be explored in this 
course – drawing the portrait, costume drawing and drawing from the nude figure. Students should be 
prepared on the first night to draw with black conté crayon on 18” x 24” newsprint pad.  
Course Fee: $335 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students
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3A16 Life Drawing Fundamentals Refreshers  
Wayne Moore, DVSA
Spend an afternoon further developing your life drawing foundational skills  –  either through a single 
workshop or a combination of three uniquely focussed workshops. Each session offers techniques, 
approaches and advice for drawing the figure from life. Plenty of group and individual instruction 
provided. Drawing experience necessary.

A: Focus on Movement
 Sunday: January 12 (1 day) 12:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
 Leonardo da Vinci said, “You must portray movement that truly represents character.” In this 

morning session, we’ll explore gesture, core, seeing the mass and balancing and placing the 
figure. Course Fee: $45 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students

B: Focus on Comparative Proportion 
 Sunday: January 26 (1 day) 12:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
 Understanding comparative proportion and anatomy is integral to drawing the figure 

convincingly. In this session, we’ll study the head, hands and feet, identify weight carrying 
muscles and engage in a discussion of landmarks.  
Course Fee: $45 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students

C: Foreshortening 
 Sunday: February 9 (1 day) 12:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
 A refresher session designed to tame the “black beast” of figure drawing. We’ll start with a 

few basic guidelines on perception and perspective, then study the head, hands and feet while 
working through sighting, reference points, negative space and more.  
Course Fee: $45 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students

CREATE REALISTIC FIGURE PAINTINGS FROM LIFE THROUGH BOTH SHORT AND LONG POSES WITH A 
MODEL. SEE LIFE PAINTING ON PAGE 29.

3A17 First Fridays: Licensed to Draw (and Paint)  
A: Friday: February 7, 6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
 Ward Shipman, B.A., B.Ed.
B: Friday: March 6, 6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
 Ward Shipman, B.A., B.Ed.

Sometimes artists just need to loosen up. This once-a-month drop-in life drawing and painting 
workshop features “adult libations,” a prime spot in front of a life (nude) model, and the opportunity to 
unwind from the week as you settle in to draw or paint. Working with the instructor, you’ll hone your 
skills through short sketches and longer poses. Instruction provided, as needed. Ideal for beginners to 
advanced artists. Licensed cash bar with light snacks available. Course Fee: $19 + HST per session 
Limit: 30 students. Please note: We are unable to provide refunds/credits/transfers for this course.
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“My drawing course was more than I expected. I learned so much 

and I rediscovered my love of drawing again!” 

–  Jennifer Jenkins-Scott



Drawing
3A18 Life Workshop
No Instructor – Model provided
Saturday: January 11 – March 7 (9 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
You’ll have the opportunity to work with a life (nude) model. No instructor. This class’s format includes 
working on multiple poses, ranging from 5-10 minutes to one to two 20-30 minutes in duration, 
followed by one one-hour long pose. Course Fee: $189 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students

3A19 *NEW* Illustration for Newspapers and Magazines
Steven Twigg, B.A., Sheridan
Wednesday: January 15 – February 12 (5 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
Editorial illustration is the bread and butter for many in the field. In this course taught by experienced 
freelance illustrator, Steven Twigg, you’ll learn how to conceptualize and create illustrations in various 
styles of publication, work with art directors, build a list of contacts and market your work. Included is 
a special class with a guest art director in the publishing world.  
Course Fee: $149 + HST Limit: 15 students 

3A20 *NEW* Cartoon Animation
Mike Cope, Hons. B.A., B.Ed., O.C.T.
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Bring your drawings to life as you explore the magic of cartoon animation! You’ll learn about the 
famous 12 Basic Principles of Animation (ie. squash & stretch, anticipation, follow through & 
overlapping action) and get to work using special tools of the trade, including animation peg bars, 
lightboxes, as well as computer & camera equipment to digitize each drawing into video format. You’ll 
also further develop your skills in cartoon character design and visual storytelling by creating your own 
model/expression sheets, character rotations and storyboards. At least one previous cartooning and/or 
drawing class is recommended.  
Course Fee: $335 + HST includes equipment fee. Limit: 15 students 

3A21 Open Studio Workshop
Monday and Friday
Dates: January 6 – March 6  (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Take advantage of the DVSA studio facilities and work on your art. Open to all. No instructor. Studio 
time is restricted to 2-dimensional media. Due to dust concerns, clay projects must be worked on 
in the Pottery Studio during pottery open studio time. *Please note: there will be no open studio on 
February 17* Course Fee: $115 + HST Limit: 30 students
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In The DVSA Gallery

DVSA Gallery is supported by incite Foundation for the Arts

DECEMBER/JANUARY  THE ADVANCED STUDIO
JANUARY 23 – 26TH  WINTERBLOOMS
FEBRUARY/MARCH/APRIL CLOSED FOR 50TH ART AUCTION SUBMISSIONS
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3A22 Painting for the Petrified 
Alison Sawatzky, DVSA, Hon. B.A., B. Ed.

A: Tuesday: February 4 – March 3 (5 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
B: Wednesday: February 5 – March 4 (5 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

If you’re an absolute beginner artist, this course offers the encouraging hand-hold you’ve been looking 
for. Jump into a new creative world and discover what it is to feel good about the process of painting. 
You’ll receive an introduction to the basics of watercolour and acrylic painting, along with enlightening 
discussions about drawing and composition. It’s time to get your feet (and canvases) wet and take 
the first steps on your painterly and artistic journey. All materials provided – just show up and let it 
happen. Course Fee: $189 + HST includes $40 material fee. Limit: 15 students

3A23 Beginners’ Watercolour
A: Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
 Irene Keesmaat, Hons B.A., B.Ed., O.C.T.
B: Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Lena Montecalvo

Never tried watercolour or have limited watercolour skills? Learn to master this challenging, yet 
gratifying medium, starting with basic techniques and moving through a series of exercises and 
projects designed to build your confidence and talents. Plenty of group and individual instruction 
provided. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A24 Introduction to Expressive Watercolour  
Nancy Benoy, B.A.
Saturday: January 11 & Sunday: January 12 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. –  3:30 p.m. 
Curious about watercolour and ready to give it a try? Spend a relaxing weekend learning basic 
watercolour techniques such as wet over wet, wet over dry, pastel resist, salt technique and blending. 
You’ll create your own set of unique cards and a couple of small paintings. Plenty of instruction; plenty 
of fun! Course Fee: $175 + HST includes $10 material fee. Limit: 15 students

3A25 *NEW* Interpret Your Photos In Watercolour
Barry Coombs, A.O.C.A.
Wednesday: January 8 – 29 (4 weeks) 6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
Understand the visual elements of your photograph – what works and what doesn’t –  in order to 
create a more successful watercolour painting. Interpret your photo reference and transform it into 
something special rather than simply a copy. Value, colour, composition and atmosphere will all be 
considered. Be prepared to bring your own landscape/cityscape photographs for some projects. 
Previous watercolour experience required. Course Fee: $145 + HST Limit: 16 students

Nancy Benoy

Hamilton resident, Nancy Benoy, is a self taught visual artist, working 
primarily in acrylic, watercolour, ink and paper. She is known for her 
highly acclaimed abstract works that emphasize an intuitive and expressive 
approach. Spirited and always up for a creative adventure, she is an advocate 
for art in the community, facilitating art workshops at her home studio and 
throughout the city.
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3A26 Watercolour: Concept And Technique
Barry Coombs, A.O.C.A.
Wednesday: February 19 – March 11 (4 weeks) 6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
In this course based on traditional observation of the still-life, a new and interesting still-life will be 
presented every week. You’ll learn to observe and understand value and develop your watercolour 
skills and ideas. Drawing and composition will also be stressed. Demonstrations and constructive 
critiques are a feature of every class. Previous watercolour experience required.  
Course Fee: $145 + HST Limit: 16 students

3A27 Go BIG with Watercolour
Lena Montecalvo
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
Push outside your comfort zone with wide brush strokes and big ideas! This course is for the artist 
ready to gradually move from smaller watercolour works to painting with larger brushes and paper 
sizes. Starting with a 12”x12” canvas and progressing to 22”x30”, you’ll find your comfort zone 
with larger round and flat brushes, pastels, resist, inks and MUCH more water for loose, dreamy or 
dramatic effects. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

COMBINE WATERCOLOUR WITH YOUR INK SKETCHES. SEE PEN, INK AND WATERCOLOUR – 
SKETCHBOOKING ON THE RUN ON PAGE 19.

3A28 The Dynamic Winter Landscape And More!  
Bonnie Steinberg, B.F.A., C.S.P.W.C., S.C.A., T.W.S.
Sunday: February 2 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
An invigorating workshop for watercolourists of all levels. Discover how winter colours and their 
interpretation translate into vibrant, exciting compositions. You’ll explore new and proven techniques 
and examine atmospheric perspective through colour and colour mixing. A hands-on approach 
throughout is sure to please all styles of learners. Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A29 *NEW* The Large Watercolour Abstract
Lena Montecalvo
Saturday: February 8 – 29 (4 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Find your comfort zone working with larger paper and watercolour paint. We’ll also break out optional 
mediums like acrylic ink and resist as you work on both a structured painting and a piece where 
you tap into instinct to see what the inspired mind and feelings produce. It’s a great introduction to 
abstract for beginners and for those with some painting experience who find landscape and more 
traditional subject matter are not for them. Course Fee: $125 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A30 Intermediate and Advanced Watercolour
Irene Keesmaat, Hons B.A., B.Ed, O.C.T.
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
For the watercolour artist with some experience, this class is designed to build on your developing 
watercolour skills and increase your confidence in this medium. Explore basic value and composition 
related to landscape and architecture painting. Exercises will include transparency, layering, value, 
perspective, spontaneity and colour use. Plenty of group and individual instruction provided.  
Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students
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3A31 *NEW* Watercolour & Gouache – A Perfect Pair
Nancy Benoy, B.A. 
Tuesday: January 7 – February 11 (6 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Uncover the dazzling potential of combining watercolour and gouache – watercolour for a soft and 
dreamy underpainting and gouache to add bold punches of opaque colour! We’ll get expressive 
with painting and mark making and take advantage of those “happy creative accidents” as we work 
intuitively to create artwork filled with vibrancy, mood and atmosphere. Techniques explored include 
wet over wet, wet over dry, blotting, pastel resist, mark making and more.  
Course Fee: $189 + HST includes $10 material fee. Limit: 15 students

3A32 First Fridays: Licensed to Watercolour  
A: Friday: February 7, 6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Nancy Benoy, B.A.
B: Friday:  March 6, 6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Lena Montecalvo

Join us for a low-key evening as you experiment with watercolour techniques (wet over wet, wet over 
dry, pastel resist, salt technique and blending) and create a mixed-media abstract painting and/or 
cards using your own intuition and creative freedom. No experience necessary and all levels welcome. 
Licensed cash bar with light snacks available. Bring some brushes and a basic set of watercolours. 
Course Fee: $19 + HST per session Limit: 20 students. Please note: We are unable to provide 
refunds/credits/transfers for this course.

3A33 *NEW* Discovering Acrylics Workshop  
Sandee Ewasiuk, A.O.C.A.D.
Sunday: February 2 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Immerse yourself in a day of exploring the exciting and endless possibilities of painting with acrylics. 
Perfect for beginners, you’ll use your photos and other reference materials as a springboard to get 
paint on the canvas and learn the process of bringing a painting together. Topics include layering, 
texture, colour theory and mixing, composition, brush handling, blending and more.  
Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students
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3A34 Beginners’ Acrylic Painting 

A: Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Margot Roi, Sheridan College, Hons. B.F.A., B.Ed., OCT
B: Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. 
 Irene Keesmaat, Hons B.A., B.Ed., O.C.T.

Designed for those who have never tried acrylics or have limited painting skills, you’ll learn to work 
with this plastic and flexible medium, starting with basic techniques and moving through a series of 
exercises and projects designed to develop your confidence and talents. Topics include colour mixing, 
composition, brush handling and more. Previous drawing experience recommended, but not required. 
*Section A Please note: there will be no class on February 17*  
Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A35 Winter Landscapes in Acrylic – Beginner and Intermediate
Irene Keesmaat, Hons B.A., B.Ed., O.C.T.
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
From winter tranquility to stormy weather, sunny skies to icy cold, enjoy the warmth of the painting 
studio as you uncover the secrets of creating a snowy landscape in acrylic medium. It’s not just 
applying white and grey – there’s lots to consider in regards to composition, value and colour. 
And, rendering falling or blowing snow brings in its own techniques. We’ll also review examples of 
acclaimed winter-themed artwork to see how we can apply the lessons learned to our own pieces. 
Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A36 *NEW* Object, Meet Acrylic: A Workshop  
Sandee Ewasiuk, A.O.C.A.D.
Sunday: January 26 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Acrylic paint is the perfect medium to combine with paper, photos, string and other unusual items and 
create a unique multimedia work. In this experimental workshop, we’ll play with objects from around 
the house (newspaper, magazine pages, photos, tissue paper, cheese cloth, buttons or whatever 
else you’ve been saving in your junk drawer) to create a unique background which can become a 
painting that is representational or abstract. Go outside the box and try this fresh approach – you’ll be 
surprised with what you come up with! Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A37 Paint Big
Sandee Ewasiuk, A.O.C.A.D.
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Let go of your creative inhibitions and have fun painting something big and bold. Bring large canvases, 
large brushes, sponges, spray bottles, rollers and scrapers to create your own unique masterpieces. 
All levels are welcome and a sense of adventure is encouraged. Secure onsite storage is available for 
leaving pieces between classes. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

CAPTURE THE NUANCES OF THE HUMAN SUBJECT AS YOU WORK IN ANY PAINTING MEDIUM.  
SEE PORTRAIT DRAWING & PAINTING ON PAGE 17.

3A38 Beginners’ Oil Painting
Michelle Teitsma, Sheridan College

A: Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
B: Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 

A great start to your personal development as a painter! This course provides a basic introduction to 
the oil medium and includes guidance on choosing the proper materials and tools plus instruction 
on paint application, composition, colour mixing and much more. Previous drawing experience is 
recommended. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students
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3A39 Waterscapes in Oil
Susan Outlaw, Sheridan College
Monday: January 13 – March 9 (8 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Understanding water’s reflections, colouring and transparent quality is key to painting a realistic 
waterscape. In this course, the secrets of painting water will be revealed as you go from photograph 
to sketch to oil and complete a finished waterscape of your own. We’ll discuss mood, explore 
composition, and unpack the process of underlay painting to capture the essence of our subject. We 
will also review samples of waterscape/seascape artwork. Lots of group and individual instruction 
provided throughout. For painters with oil experience.  
*Please note: there will be no class on February 17* Course Fee: $249 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A40 Landscape Painting: First Steps 
Alison Sawatzky, DVSA, Hon. B.A., B. Ed.
Wednesday: January 8 – February 12 (6 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
A course for the landscape painting newbie! As a class, we’ll start with a guided landscape exercise to 
learn the basic techniques before you move on to your own project. Learn how to simplify landscapes 
into shapes and colour blocks, as we explore colour choices and composition, and create vibrant 
acrylic paintings rich in colour, shape and texture. Bring along some favourite photographs for 
inspiration. Previous painting/drawing experience recommended.  
Course Fee: $179 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A41 *NEW* Landscape Painting in Oil or Acrylic
Matthew Tarini, B.F.A., M.F.A.
Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
A great introduction to the foundations of landscape painting as we look to a variety of historical 
styles and contemporary approaches in order to establish your artistic voice. You’ll work from photo 
reference and come to better understand topics such as composition, perspective, colour mixing and 
paint application to achieve transitions, contrast and a sense of depth.  
Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A42 Landscape Painting from Photo Reference 
Guennadi Kalinine, B. Hist. B. Art History
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
Paint the Canadian landscape in oil or acrylic as you work from photo references. You’ll learn how to 
interpret landscape through the principles of design and then explore and practice the techniques 
needed to reconstruct it in paint. Plenty of group and individual instruction provided throughout.  
Some painting experience required. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students
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3A43 More Exploring Landscape with the Group of Seven 
Diana Gordon, B.A., M.A.
Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Building on the popular Part 1 class (but not required), we’ll examine, in greater depth, the techniques 
used by the Group of Seven and apply these approaches to our own landscape compositions. Weekly 
small-scale painting exercises will compare how these master artists approached similar subjects, 
but in different ways. Newcomers will review Part 1 basics, while returning students will discover new 
challenges. Students should bring images or sketches for inspiration. Watercolour, acrylics and/or oils 
all suitable. All levels. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A44 Every Painting Tells a Story
Sandee Ewasiuk, A.O.C.A.D.
Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Behind every piece of art there’s a story or a part thereof. Perhaps you have drawings in your 
sketchbooks or ideas in your head that are waiting to be brought to life with paint. In this class we will 
start with ideas, photos, and sketches, and work with composition, technique and colour to take them 
to a finished painting. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A45 Exploring Post-Impressionism: Paul Cézanne and Vincent Van Gogh
Diana Gordon, B.A., M.A.
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Experiment with the bold brushwork, vibrant colours and energized compositions of master painters, 
Cézanne and Van Gogh. Many artists, including the Group of 7, have been inspired by these lively 
paintings as drawing techniques. Through short weekly exercises, you’ll experiment with different 
methods of composing a scene, selecting hues and making marks. Then, apply this knowledge 
to your own compositions. Acrylics, oils and/or watercolour all suitable. Some painting experience 
recommended. Part 1: Cézanne and the Art of the Still-Life (5 weeks) Part 2: Van Gogh and Modelling 
Landscape (4 weeks). Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A46 *NEW* Painting Flowers
Matthew Tarini, B.F.A., M.F.A.
Saturday: January 11 – February 1 (4 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Learn to capture the beauty of the flower in oil or acrylic paint. We’ll explore the fundamentals 
of painting flowers including drawing, value, colour and edges and how to create interesting 
compositions. You’ll work from life and photographs and have a variety of short and long sessions with 
a range of different flowers. Not for beginners – some previous painting experience required.  
Course Fee: $165 + HST includes a $40 material fee. Limit: 15 students

dvsa.ca28

Diana Gordon

Diana is an artist and archaeologist living in Hamilton. As a painter, she is 
versed in a wide variety of subjects, techniques and styles, using the works 
of the art world greats as building blocks for her explorations. She brings 
an extensive knowledge of art fundamentals to her classes at DVSA where 
students repeatedly sign up for her classes. 
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3A47 Painting, Colour Theory and Still Life
Katherine MacDonald, B.F.A.
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
For students who want to work in colour, but don’t know where to begin, this course offers a practical 
and accessible application of colour theory. Various painting exercises, using still life as subject matter, 
will help you deepen your understanding of the basics of painting – composition, drawing, colour 
mixing and the handling of the medium. Recommended for oil or acrylic.  
Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A48 *NEW* Old Master Copies: Oil or Acrylic
Matthew Tarini, B.F.A., M.F.A.
Thursday: January 9 – February 27 (8 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Copying a painting is an excellent learning exercise for dissecting how and why an artist created the 
work the way they did. You’ll choose an artwork created between the 16th and 19th centuries and 
work your way from the initial drawing to the painting process. Not only will you come away with 
a finished product, you’ll also have a better understanding of the fundamentals of painting in oil or 
acrylic. For all levels – beginners welcome. Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A49 *NEW* The World in an Apple: A Workshop on Cézanne  
Diana Gordon, B.A., M.A.
Sunday: January 19 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Painter Paul Cézanne promised to astonish Paris with an apple. In this one day intensive, we’ll explore 
Cézanne’s unique approach to still life through sketching and painting studies. Short exercises in 
pencil, ink and paint will unpack how to create wire-frame shapes, understand tonal values and apply 
local colour to depict a single object: the apple. You’ll first copy one of Cézanne’s apples, emulating 
his unique diagonal brushwork and complementary colour palette. Then you’ll paint an actual apple in 
a simple, still life set-up, applying all the new-found techniques and approaches. Previous drawing or 
painting experience required. Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 12 students

SIMPLIFY THE DAUNTING TASK OF WORKING FROM THE COSTUME FIGURE. SEE DRAWING AND 
PAINTING FROM THE COSTUME FIGURE ON PAGE 20.

3A50 Painting from the Modern Masters
Jody Joseph, B.A., J.D.
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
This all day class looks closely at the work of different Modern and contemporary artists, their use of 
colour, conception of space, subject matter and ideas. Then we paint – or sometimes draw or collage 
or work from the model, exploring the lessons learned. For painters with some experience. Continuing 
students can pursue independent projects. Oil encouraged; acrylic okay. Additional model fees may 
apply. Course Fee: $465 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A51 *NEW* Life Painting
Matthew Tarini, B.F.A., M.F.A.
Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
Ready to move beyond Life drawing? Create realistic figure paintings from life through both short and 
long poses with a model. We’ll discuss proportion, anatomy, shape, value, light and colour theory, both 
in reference to the understanding of skin tones and also in achieving convincing drapery and fabric. 
Various methods of paint application will be explored and an emphasis will be placed on creating 
volume and depth. Oil or acrylic. Students must have a background in both life drawing and painting in 
the medium of their choice. Course Fee: $335 + HST includes model fee. Limit: 15 students
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3A52 Beginners’ Abstract Painting 
A: Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. 
 Sandee Ewasiuk, A.O.C.A.D.
B: Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
 Margot Roi, Sheridan College, Hons. B.F.A., B.Ed., OCT

This beginner approach to abstract painting will have you experimenting with innovative ways of 
creating art as you plunge into expressive colour mixing, brushwork and composition. Invent new 
techniques for applying paint and devise radical artistic processes – all while creating your own 
abstract pieces. Plenty of class demonstrations and individual instruction provided throughout.  
Acrylics recommended. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A53 Driven to Abstraction  
Linda Blakney, M.B.A., M.A.
Saturday: February 8 & Sunday: February 9 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Discover the expressive and experiential nature of abstract painting, learning to trust your own creative 
instincts while pushing the limits of your materials. You’ll experiment with innovative ways of creating 
art as you develop your personal style. We’ll cover guidelines for colour use, concept, composition and 
design and test out new techniques of brushwork and applying paint. Ideal for all levels. Oil or acrylic. 
Course Fee: $159 + HST includes a $20 material fee. Limit: 15 students

DRAW FROM YOUR INTUITION AND THEN REPRODUCE YOUR DRAWINGS ONTO A PAINTING SURFACE 
USING COLOUR THEORY AND DESIGN ELEMENTS. SEE FROM ABSTRACT DRAWING  

TO PAINTING ON PAGE 20.
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January 23 – 26, 2020
Beautiful floral displays and  
great art in the midst of winter   
The three Dundas locations once  
again present a walking tour of  
exhibits featuring original artworks  
and precious artifacts, accompanied  
by floral arrangements that take  
their inspiration from their paired  
work of art. 

OPENING RECEPTIONS THURSDAY, JANUARY 23RD, 6:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Dundas Valley School of Art, Carnegie Gallery, Dundas Museum  
& Archives and Mohawk College Continuing Education present
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3A54 Independent Painting
Holly Sneath, B.A., M.F.A.
Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
Work in any painting medium and pursue your personal area of interest with support and feedback 
from the instructor and other participants. This course is tailored to each individual according to their 
own interests and aesthetic. Students are encouraged to bring source materials such as a sketchbook, 
photos, etc. For intermediate/advanced artists. Course Fee: $259 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A55 Embracing Encaustics  
Linda Blakney, M.B.A., M.A.
Saturday: January 4 & Sunday: January 5 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Encaustics use melted, pigmented beeswax to create luminous paintings with translucency, opacity 
and other unique qualities. In this course, we’ll explore and experiment with contemporary techniques 
to create colour, textures and patterns, while incorporating mixed media into our encaustic pieces. 
Suitable for encaustics beginners as well as those with experience. Returning students will learn new 
techniques and develop greater skills in incorporating these into their own works. Some materials 
included. Additional wax can be purchased in class.  
Course Fee: $179 + HST includes $40 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A56 *NEW* Creative Collage  
Nancy Benoy, B.A. 
Sunday: February 9 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.  
Paint, cut, tear, layer and paste! Dive into the exciting world of collage and uncover the potential of this 
medium, its history and a little bit about yourself in the process. Through experimentation and visual 
storytelling, you’ll see how the collage medium opens up all sorts of new directions for creating unique 
and meaningful works of art. All levels – no experience necessary.  
Course Fee: $85 + HST includes $10 material fee. Limit: 15 students

3A57 Collage and Acrylics
Rosemary Vanderbreggen, Fleming & Sheridan Colleges
Wednesday: January 8 – February 5 (5 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Collage and acrylic paint come together as we explore collage: “the twentieth century’s greatest 
innovation.” (Robert Motherwell). You’ll use acrylic paint to create custom papers for your own collage 
projects and/or add collage to your existing paintings for exciting explorations in colour and theory. 
Class projects offer lessons on design criteria, colour and value plus a look at past and current collage 
artists for inspiration. Whether you are new to collage or have previous experience, you’ll discover 
lots of new ways to expand your collage technique with the addition of acrylic paint. No experience 
required. Course Fee: $159 + HST includes $10 material fee. Limit: 15 students

Painting



3A58 Pottery for the Petrified  
Reid Flock, Sheridan College

A: Saturday: January 4 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
B: Sunday: January 5 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Wondering if the art of pottery is for you? Spend the day “pottering” in our ceramics studio and find 
out. You’ll get to explore working with slabs, coils and the wheel as you determine if this hands-on 
medium might be for you. Absolutely no experience required and clay and materials are all provided. 
Just show up and let it happen. Warning: pottery can be very addictive...  
Course Fee: $85 + HST includes clay. Limit: 15 students

3A59 Introduction to Pottery
A: Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Richard Fisher, Sheridan College
B: Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
 Michael Collins, Penland School of Crafts, Georgian College
C: Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Catherine Weir, DVSA
D: Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
 Reid Flock, Sheridan College
E: Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Reid Flock, Sheridan College
F: Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Michael Collins, Penland School of Crafts, Georgian College
New Friday evening class! See Fish on Fridays on next page

Learn the hand-forming techniques of working with clay, including pinch, coil, slab, and the potter’s 
wheel. Also covered are the basics of glazing and surface decoration. You’ll hone your skills while 
transforming your ideas into inspired, finished pottery. Suitable for all levels, adults and students 16+. 
*Section A please note: there will be no class on February 17*  
Course Fee: $315 + HST  includes a $55 firing & glazing fee. Clay extra. Limit: 15 students

3A60 Clay Freestyle
Reid Flock, Sheridan College
Monday: January 6 – March 9 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
For all levels, this is a fun free-form open studio format where you can work on a variety of clay 
processes under the guidance and mentorship of the instructor. Handbuilding and/or working on the 
wheel – it’s all fair game. An underlying focus will be on exploring a variety of surface treatments, 
including slip trailing, masking and plaster mould surface constructions while considering colour 
and texture through stains, underglaze and pigments. Throughout the course, you’ll be guided in the 
development of a personal sense of style and by the later weeks, be encouraged to hone your skills for 
a final supportive critique. *Please note: there will be no class on February 17*  
Course Fee: $315 + HST includes a $55 firing & glazing fee. Clay extra. Limit: 15 students 

3A61 Good Morning Potters
Christie Gruppé, B.F.A., Sheridan College
Wednesday: January 8 – March 4 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. 
A morning class for all levels. Wake up your creative side as you learn the hand-forming techniques 
of working with clay such as pinching, coiling and soft slab construction to create your own ceramic 
pieces. The pottery wheels will also be open, ready for basics practice or more advanced throwing 
techniques as you shape your creations. Course Fee: $315 + HST includes a $55 firing & glazing fee. 
Clay extra. Limit: 15 students

Pottery
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3A62 Pottery Studio Thursday 
Michael Collins, Penland School of Crafts, Georgian College
Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 12:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Whether you are a beginner who has always wondered about taking a pottery class or a seasoned 
potter who wants to tackle challenging projects, this class is a supportive environment in which to 
move your ideas forward. Spend the afternoon mastering the hand-forming techniques of working with 
clay and the potter’s wheel as you create your own ceramic pieces. Various forms of decoration and 
glaze firing will be explored, including raku firing.  
Course Fee: $315 + HST includes a $55 firing & glazing fee. Clay extra. Limit: 15 students

3A63 Handbuilding 101 and Beyond
Christie Gruppé, B.F.A., Sheridan College
Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.  
Discover how to work with clay off the wheel as you explore your creative side and develop the 
dexterity and skill needed for the fine art of pottery. Learn to shape and form your clay ideas using 
coils, pinching, slabs and the extruder. Whether you are new to handbuilding or a seasoned potter, 
Christie’s self guided approach and expert tips and techniques will take your handbuilt work to the 
next level. Course Fee: $315 + HST includes a $55 firing & glazing fee. Clay extra. Limit: 15 students

3A64 *NEW* Fish On Fridays 
Richard Fisher, Sheridan College
Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
New for Winter! It’s a special Friday evening session with master potter, Richard Fisher. Learn the 
hand-forming techniques of working with clay, including pinch, coil, slab, and the potter’s wheel. Also 
covered are the basics of glazing and surface decoration. You’ll hone your skills while transforming 
your ideas into inspired, finished pottery. Suitable for all levels, adults and students 16+.  
Course Fee: $315 + HST includes a $55 firing & glazing fee. Clay extra. Limit: 15 students

3A65 *NEW* Potters’ Boot Camp  
Reid Flock, Sheridan College
Sunday: January 12 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. –  3:30 p.m. 
Up your winter pottery game with this early term workshop designed to let you hone your throwing 
skills. Learn to throw faster, larger and more consistently as you get on the wheel for plenty of 
practice. The day includes a series of demonstrations, specific exercises, tool review and class 
discussion. Note: pieces will not be kept and participants need previous throwing experience.  
Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A66 Spray Booth Workshop  
Michael Collins, Penland School of Crafts, Georgian College
Sunday: February 16 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Expand your glazing options and learn to use our glaze spray booth. Through demonstrations and 
hands-on practice, you’ll explore new possibilities for glaze and stain effects achievable by spraying. 
We’ll also cover safe usage along with cleaning and maintaining the spray equipment. This workshop 
will use Cone 6 glazes. Bring 3-4 cone 6 bisque pots for glazing.  
Course Fee: $85 + HST includes $10 glazing fee. Limit: 8 students

33905.628.6357
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3A67 Exploring the Extruder  
Christie Gruppé, B.F.A., Sheridan College
Sunday: March 1 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Have you ever wondered what’s possible with the extruder tool? From making hollow forms, coils 
and handles out of clay to using the extrusions for making rollers, stamps and forms, this one-day 
workshop will change the way you build with clay and is certain to spark all sorts of ideas for new 
creations. All levels. Pieces will not be fired, but they can go home as greenware.  
Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A68 *NEW* The Handbuilt Teapot  
Christie Gruppé, B.F.A., Sheridan College
Sunday: February 2 & 9 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
The teapot is considered the most complex of functional pottery forms – many elements need to come 
together to make a teapot work both visually and functionally as an object. Let Christie guide you in 
the process of designing a handbuilt teapot or two from start to finish. We’ll look at teapot tips and 
tricks and get into using the slab roller, extruder, coils and molds.  We’ll also discuss and consider 
handles, spouts, bodies and lids, balance, weight, form, and function. Bisque firing included.  
Some clay experience recommended.  
Course Fee: $169 + HST includes $10 firing fee and $20 clay fee. Limit: 15 students 

3A69 *NEW* Sgraffito Plate or Platter Workshop  
Dawn Hackett-Burns, Sheridan College
Sunday: March 8 & 15 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Create a clay platter or plate you can use in your home. In the first session, you’ll learn the hand 
building techniques needed to prepare/form the plate/platter and create a design. In the second, you’ll 
transfer the design to the piece and carve the design out of the slip before sending it off to the kiln. 
Beginner to intermediate level.  
Course Fee: $169 + HST includes $10 glazing fee and $20 clay fee. Limit: 15 students 

3A70 Pottery Open Studio 
Students registered in the current term may take advantage of open studio times to continue 
developing their work and technique. Come for a single session or benefit from the discounted rate 
available by purchasing a 10 visit card (to be presented at the time you sign in). 

Want your studio time for free? Current students interested in monitoring in exchange for the open 
studio fees should contact the school at info@dvsa.ca to apply. Please indicate which sessions you 
wish to monitor and we’ll send you the details and an application. 

Please note: staff and faculty are currently working to find additional hours  
of open studio time between terms. Please check the Ceramics Studio blackboard  

for details as they become available. 

Dates: January 13 – February 28, 2020 (7 weeks)
Monday: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m & 4:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. (Not available February 17) 
Tuesday: 4:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.
Thursday: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. & 4:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m
Friday: 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Sunday: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. or 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. (Not available February 2, 9, 16 & March 1)
Cost: $15 per visit (includes HST) or 10 visit card: $99
Buy 3 cards and save 10%. (Not available online. Please call or visit the school for this offer).
Please note: we are unable to provide refunds or credits for lost or stolen pottery open studio cards.
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3A71 Portrait Modelling in Clay 
Wayne Moore, DVSA
Monday: January 6 – 27 (4 weeks) 12:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Discover the satisfaction of creating in three dimensions as you construct and shape a portrait in clay 
using a live model for reference. All facets of the modelling process and portrait sculpture technique 
will be demonstrated and discussed. There’s plenty of group and individual instruction included. No 
previous sculpture experience is required, but students should have some basic drawing foundations. 
Clay extra. Course Fee: $239 + HST includes a $20 material fee, $10 firing fee and model fee.  
Limit: 10 students

3A72 *NEW* Hollow-Building a Bust
Magdolene Dykstra, B.F.A., M.F.A.
Thursday: January 9 – 30 (4 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Discover the hand-building techniques needed to create a bust without using armatures! Making use 
of coil-building and pinching, you’ll learn to use clay’s natural ability to hold its form. Participants are 
encouraged to bring inspirational images and sketches to guide their projects.  
Course Fee: $155 + HST includes $10 firing fee and $20 for clay. Limit: 15 students

3A73 *NEW* Portrait Sculpture
Les Drysdale, Hons. B.F.A.
Friday: January 10 – March 6 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
Create a dynamic life size and lifelike portrait sculpture. You’ll learn how to build a reusable portrait 
armature and how to manipulate clay to create desired forms using sculpture tools. The anatomy of 
the head and shoulders will be examined including how to depict eyes, ears, nose and mouth specific 
to the model. You’ll end up with a portrait bust ready to be bisque fired or one prepared for a rubber 
mold then cast in plaster (look for a rubber mold making workshop to be offered later). For all levels. 
Clay extra. Course Fee: $349 + HST includes $20 material fee, $10 firing fee and model fee.  
Limit: 15 students

Sculpture

Les Drysdale

Accomplished artist and Dundas resident Les Drysdale is a B.F.A graduate, 
specializing in drawing and sculpture. A full time artist, teacher and sculptor, 
his award winning work can be found in public spaces across the country as 
well as private collections and galleries. He brings an amiable manner and 
extensive art making knowledge to the studio. 



3A74 Figure Modelling in Clay 
Wayne Moore, DVSA
Monday: February 3 – March 2 (4 weeks) 12:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Learn how to construct and shape the human figure in clay using a life model for reference. No 
previous sculpture experience necessary, but students should have some basic drawing experience. 
All facets of the modelling process and figure sculpture technique will be demonstrated and 
discussed. There’s plenty of group and individual instruction included. Clay extra.  
*Please note: there will be no class on February 17*  
Course Fee: $239 + HST includes a $20 material fee, $10 firing fee and model fee. Limit: 10 students

3A75 Introduction to Soapstone Carving 
John Novak
Thursday: January 9 – February 13 (6 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Discover the pleasure of carving soapstone, a very soft stone that can be shaped with simple hand 
tools. In this course, you’ll be introduced to the process of carving and finishing a basic soapstone 
carving. We’ll begin by selecting your stone, studying examples and reviewing the processes that will 
be used in the workshop. Throughout the classes, the tools and techniques to carve and finish your 
carving will be demonstrated and discussed as you work towards a finished piece. No prior carving 
experience is required and there’ll be plenty of group and individual instruction provided.  
Course Fee: $195 + HST includes a $15 material fee for soapstone. Limit: 15 students

3A76 *NEW* Advanced Soapstone Carving
John Novak
Monday: January 6 – March 2 (8 weeks) 6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
For students with previous soapstone carving experience who are ready to tackle a larger and more 
involved soapstone work with the support of the instructor. The tools and techniques to carve and 
finish your carving will be demonstrated and discussed. There’ll be plenty of group and individual 
instruction to guide you in the completion of your project. Come with some ideas/designs for your 
carving and be prepared to adapt them based on the pieces of rock available. Larger 10 - 20lb  
pieces of stone will be provided. *Please note: there will be no class on February 17*  
Course Fee: $289 + HST includes a $40 material fee for soapstone. Limit: 15 students

3A77 *NEW* Cottonwood Bark Carving  
John Novak
Saturday: February 1 & Sunday: February 2 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Put your carving skills to a new test! Derived from the Cottonwood tree, Cottonwood bark is roughly 
2-3” thick and can be carved easily with a single carving knife and one or two gouges. You’ll be 
introduced to the process of carving and finishing a whimsical cottage in Cottonwood bark. John 
will provide several carvings as examples. Throughout the course, the tools and techniques needed 
to finish your carving will be demonstrated and discussed. Plenty of group and individual instruction 
provided. No prior carving experience required.  
Course Fee: $159 + HST includes a $20 material fee. Limit: 15 students
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“I have been a student at DVSA for over four decades and have 

found the school continues to provide me with instruction and a 

venue that has advanced my interest and skills to high levels.” 

– Richard Zazulak
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3A78 Introduction to Digital Photography
A: Tuesday: January 7 – March 3 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
 Barry Gray
B: Thursday: January 9 – March 5 (9 weeks) 6:45 p.m. – 9:30 p.m
 Jennifer Finn, B.A., Sheridan College

In this beginner level course, you’ll develop a solid foundation by using your digital camera in class 
and receiving feedback on your photos. Fully understand shutter-speeds, apertures, ISO, histograms, 
focusing and the various exposure modes available to create better quality images. We’ll also cover 
how to safely transfer and backup your photos. Bring your camera, or if you are looking to purchase, 
hold off until after the first class as we’ll review various makes and models.  
Course Fee: $275 + HST includes a $16.50 media lab fee. Limit: 12 students

3A79 *NEW* Buying A New Camera  
Travis Singleton
Saturday: January 4 (1 day) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Need help on which new camera or lens to buy? Learn about the current options of popular brands 
of camera and types of lenses. Which camera is better? What’s the next lens you should purchase? 
Whether you are looking at your first DSLR or your second, this workshop provides unbiased advice to 
help you with your photography investment. Course Fee: $39 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A80 *NEW* Your DSLR Camera Made Easy  
Travis Singleton
Sunday: January 5 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Don’t be intimidated by your digital DSLR or mirrorless camera! This workshop will help you stop 
taking pictures and start taking photos. You’ll learn the basics of photography and how to achieve 
better photos by understanding your camera’s buttons and dials. Bring your camera and lenses. 
There’ll be plenty of demonstrations and camera time to build your confidence and improve your photo 
taking. Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students

Photography



3A81 Abstract Photography  
Jennifer Finn, B.A., Sheridan College
Sunday: March 1 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Abstract photography is about capturing something visually in a way it would not usually be viewed – 
the focus being on shape, contrast, colour, form, pattern and texture. In this one day workshop, we’ll 
define abstract photography, study examples that work and review key elements, techniques and 
challenges. A shooting session within walking distance of the school will be followed by a group share 
of our photo roll and a discussion of what worked and what didn’t. You’ll come away with a slew of 
new ideas and techniques designed to refine your photographer’s eye. Participants should have some 
basic photography knowledge. Bring your camera – DSLR, point & shoot or phone will do.  
Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A82 Studio Lighting for Photography  
Rick Kowalczykowski, Conestoga College
Sunday: February 16 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
A workshop for the photographer looking to add the use of studio flash and multiple light set-ups to 
their skill-set. You’ll learn how to use use monolights, strobes, light modifiers, umbrellas, softbox and 
grid spot attachments to shoot creative photographs. We’ll also investigate how exposure is calculated 
and how light ratios are determined to create different lighting effects. Students will need a DSLR with 
zoom lens or prime lens 50mm-105mm. Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A83 Photographing Your Artwork  
Rick Kowalczykowski, Conestoga College 
Sunday: February 23 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
If you need to photograph and document your artwork for your website, competitions or reproductions, 
you need to understand how it’s done from the perspective of a pro photographer. We’ll look at colour, 
lighting, image file types and resolution as we learn how to shoot and edit quality digital files that 
provide a true likeness of your work. DSLR required. If you have a macro lens or a telephoto zoom, 
please bring it along – tripod too. Course Fee: $75 + HST Limit: 15 students

3A84 Lightroom Classic Overview  
Edward Eastman
Sunday: January 26 & February 2 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Get an overview of all seven Lightroom Classic modules, the Preferences, the Catalog concepts and 
how to rate images. This workshop will give you a general understanding of how Lightroom Classic 
works and all the import features and functions of the application. Day 1 you’ll learn about Setting up 
the Lightroom Classic Preferences, the Catalog Setting and the Lightroom Classic Interface. Day 2 we 
move on to the Library Module, the Filmstrip, Rating Images, Image Stacking and Collections.  
Course Fee: $139 + HST Limit: 15 students
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Rick Kowalczykowski

Passionate about photography and vintage automobiles, Rick is the owner 
of Icon Photography Inc. with clients across Canada and the USA. He has 
extensive experience photographing a wide range of subjects and enjoys the 
challenge of getting “the shot” in tricky locations and lighting situations. He 
brings a relaxed and exploratory approach to the photo studio.  

dvsa.ca
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3A85 *NEW* Printmaking: Getting Started  
Loren Clough, B.F.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.
Saturday: February 22 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Enjoy this “Printmaking for the Beginner” workshop as we take the stress out, and add the fun in. We’ll 
explore different types of printmaking methods from using preformed stamps to creating your own 
mono-prints, relief prints, lino series and silk screened images. Paints and water-based inks will be 
explored. You’ll also have the opportunity to make your own silk screen and create multiples.  
Please, bring in a cotton t-shirt or pillow case.  
Course Fee: $95 + HST includes a $20 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A86 *NEW* Collagraph Prints 
Angela Snieder, B.F.A, M.F.A.
Wednesday: January 8 – February 26 (8 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Discover the rewarding art of making collagraph prints. In collagraph printmaking, materials are applied 
to a rigid board and sealed using an impermeable medium. You’ll learn the approaches to plate-making 
including gel medium washes, collage, carving, photo-like textural imprints and more. Using both 
intaglio and relief techniques, you’ll have the opportunity to print single and multi-plate images on the 
etching press and will be encouraged to experiment with inking techniques and the reworking of the 
plate’s surface. Course Fee: $235 + HST includes a $25 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A87 Silkscreen Studio 
Laura Bromwich, Hons. B.A., D.T.A.T.I.
Thursday: January 9 – February 27 (8 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Discover the versatility and unique characteristics of silkscreening using the latest non-toxic 
techniques. This course is suitable for both beginning and experienced screen printers. Beginners 
will learn a step-by-step method designed to inspire the creation of silkscreened projects. Returning 
students will explore more challenging ideas aimed at cultivating an advanced set of silkscreening 
skills. Course Fee: $235 + HST includes a $25 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A88 *NEW* Vibrant Reduction Woodcut
Angela Snieder, B.F.A, M.F.A.
Thursday: January 9 – February 27 (8 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Learn the technique of reduction woodcut, where a single block is carved and printed in stages to 
create a vibrant multi-layered relief print. From planning an image and carving the wood block, to 
mixing and applying coloured inks, you’ll gain the skills to create an edition of reduction woodcut prints. 
Course Fee: $235 + HST includes a $25 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A89 *NEW* Sintra Printmaking  
Angela Snieder, B.F.A, M.F.A.
Saturday: January 11 & 18 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Printmakers, come and try this special workshop using drypoint techniques to create original and 
unique printed images. Sintra board is a PVC based material that can be used as an alternative to 
copper plates. On Day 1, we get busy with the etching needles to incise line-based drawings into sintra 
plates. Day 2 is devoted to printing the plates with the intaglio method and using an etching press. 
You’ll come away with a small edition of distinctive prints on rag paper.  
Course Fee: $155 + HST includes a $15 material fee. Limit: 12 students

Printmaking

905.628.6357
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3A90 *NEW* Linocut Print  
Angela Snieder, B.F.A, M.F.A.
Saturday: February 15 & 22 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Linocut is a technique of relief printmaking that involves carving an image into a linoleum plate, which 
is then rolled up with ink and printed onto paper using a press or a hand baron. On Day 1, we’ll plan 
and carve our image into linoleum plates. On Day 2, we’ll ink and print our plates using a hand-
operated printing press, coming away with a small edition of original linocut prints.  
Course Fee: $155 + HST includes a $15 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A91 Botanical Printmaking  
Laura Bromwich, Hons. B.A., D.T.A.T.I.
Saturday: February 1 (1 day) 10:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
Leave winter behind and join us in the print studio for this one-day workshop using leaves, flowers 
and nature’s greenery to produce one of a kind botanical prints. Students will explore various 
environmentally friendly print techniques using the printing press and other hands-on processes  
to create a variety of unique, all natural designs. Plant materials provided.  
Course Fee: $65 + HST includes a $10 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A92 *NEW* Printmaking Open Studio 
Students registered in the current term may take advantage of open studio time to continue developing 
their work and technique. 
Dates: January 13 – March 6, 2020 (7 weeks)
Wednesday: 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Friday: 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: Available January 25 & February 1, 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.  
Course Fee: $205 + HST includes a $30 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A93 *NEW* A Collage Pendant
Clare Pearson, DVSA
Wednesday: January 8 – February 12 (6 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
This unique jewellery making class uses rubber, metal, wood, paper, plexi and textiles to create your 
own one-of-a-kind pendant. We’ll investigate and manipulate a range of materials as you create 
a small collage pendant design which will then be mounted in a fabricated, silver setting of your 
creation. Traditional fabricating hand tools will be used to saw, file, sand and finish an original piece to 
wear around your neck. Collage materials, sterling silver and all tools provided. Chain not provided but, 
options will be discussed. Course Fee: $225 + HST includes a $45 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A94 Sterling Silver Drop Earrings  
Clare Pearson, DVSA

A: Sunday: January 12 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
B: Sunday: February 9 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Design and execute a simple pair of sterling silver drop earrings. At the end of this workshop for all 
levels, you’ll walk out with a pair of unique long-linked earrings for everyday wear. Hand-fabrication 
techniques of sawing sheet silver, filing, sanding and finishing will all be covered. You’ll also create 
your own hooks for your earring designs. All tools and materials supplied – just show up, ready to 
create! Course Fee: $105 + HST includes a $30 material fee. Limit: 12 students

Jewellery and Metalsmithing
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Jewellery and Metalsmithing
3A95 *NEW* Chainmail Boot Camp: Part I  
Marilyn Gardiner
Saturday: January 25 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
Get up to speed with your chainmail basics in this workshop that looks at weaves from three main 
chainmail families –  Japanese, European and Spiral. You’ll learn about tools, wire, jump rings, lighting 
and magnification through discussion, handouts and plenty of examples. Practice opening and closing 
rings while making earrings and samples of weaves from the three chainmail families. To finish the 
day, you’ll choose from a selection of project kits and start making your choice of a bracelet, earrings 
or necklace. For jewellery makers of all levels. Weave kits available for purchase in class – $15 to 
$107 + HST depending on preferred metal. Course Fee: $99 + HST includes a $20 material fee.  
Limit: 10 students

3A96 *NEW* Bangle with a Charm 
Clare Pearson, DVSA
Wednesday: February 19 – March 11 (4 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. 
Learn the process of fabricating your own bangle from sterling silver wire. You’ll add a delicate 
element to float the circumference and create a minimalist solitary charm bracelet with a sculptural 
detail. We’ll cover using traditional fabricating hand tools as we saw, file, sand and finish a unique 
piece for your wrist. All tools and materials supplied – just show up, ready to create!  
Course Fee: $169 + HST includes a $45 material fee. Limit: 12 students

3A97 *NEW* Hypnotic Spirals  
Marilyn Gardiner
Saturday: February 22 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. –  4:00 p.m. 
It’s a day of jewellery spirals as you review chainmail basics and explore several Spiral Weave 
variations, from the basic Spiral 4 in 1 to the classy Double Spiral, Graduated Double Spiral, Double 
Spiral Half Byzantine, and Inverted Spiral. We’ll begin by making Graduated Double Spiral Earrings 
and then either work on a Spiral project kit or design a jewellery project that uses a Spiral weave. For 
jewellery makers of all levels. Kits and rings available for purchase in class – $15 to $107 + HST 
depending on preferred metal. Course Fee: $99 + HST includes a $20 material fee. Limit: 10 students

3A98 *NEW* Botanical Talisman Pendant Design  
Clare Pearson, DVSA
Sunday: February 23 & Sunday: March 1 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Usher the gardening season forth by creating a unique jewellery piece to wear while you tend your 
flourishing landscape. We’ll use sterling silver plate and transform it into a botanically influenced, 
wearable pendant. Traditional fabricating hand tools will be used to saw, file, sand and finish a unique 
piece in sterling silver. Silver, tools and cotton cord for suspending all provided. Chain not provided but, 
options will be discussed. Course Fee: $185 + HST includes a $45 material fee. Limit: 12 students
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3A99 *NEW* Jewellery Basics – Twinkle to Shine  
Loren Clough, B.F.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.
Saturday: March 7 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
Jump Rings or Split rings; Crimp Beads, Tubes and Covers, Screw Eye Pins and Eye-pins; Earring 
Hooks and Backs; Lobster Clasps and Endings… together, we’ll engage in some fabulous jewellery 
projects designed to make sense of all these different types of jewellery findings. Using the findings 
and a range of materials and techniques, you’ll make items such as a chunky bead bracelet, a 
stranded bead necklace, felt-work marbleized earrings, a simple loom beaded bracelet and your 
choice of either a feltie pin or a flower power brooch – all very street chic!  
Course Fee: $99 + HST includes a $25 material fee. Limit: 15 students

3A100 *NEW* Art History: Impressed by Impressionism
Regina Haggo, B.A., M. Litt.

A: Monday: January 13 – March 9 (8 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
B: Friday: January 17 – March 6 (8 weeks) 1:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Impressionism originated in Paris in the 1870s. This course provides an in-depth exploration of why 
Impressionism began, how it developed and who it influenced. Lectures will be illustrated with slides 
and offer an entertaining, yet intelligent approach to art history. *Section A please note: there will be 
no class on February 17* Course Fee: $209 + HST Limit: 30 students

3A101 *NEW* Calligraphy: Uncial Script
Aline Chan, O.C.T.
Tuesday: January 14 – February 11 (5 weeks) 9:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Derived from the Celts, the name Uncial is interchangeable with Celtic writing. Considered by many 
to be the most beautiful book ever created, Ireland’s Book of Kells is renowned for its glorious Uncial 
handwritten script, developed by monks and scribes in the sixth and seventh centuries A.D. Learn how 
to write this calligraphic hand so you too can create your own beautiful books, invitations, art designs 
and more. Course Fee: $155 + HST includes a $5 material fee. Limit: 15 students

3A102 *NEW* Introduction to Glass Blowing  
Paull Rodrigue

A: Saturday: February 1 & Sunday: February 2 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
B: Saturday: February 29 & Sunday: March 1 (2 days) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 

Two special opportunities to learn about the exciting world of molten glass and glassblowing from local 
master artisan, Paull Rodrigue. Day 1 is an introduction to the Hot Shop, tools, furnace, studio safety 
and etiquette before our first project of making solid glass paperweights. On Day 2, we look at the 
intricacies of blowing into the glass, learning the do’s and don’ts of making a successful blown piece 
of glass. Be ready for some teamwork, helping each other blow, paddle, reheat and punty the glass. 
Bring your ideas, pictures and dreams of what kind of glass pieces you love and we’ll discuss the 
techniques and processes used to create them. Classes take place at Paull’s studio at  
400 Brock Rd, Unit 5, Dundas. Course Fee: $375 + HST. Includes all materials. Limit: 6 students

Regina Haggo

Regina was a tenured professor of art history at the University of Canterbury, 
New Zealand, where she developed and taught BA and MA courses and 
supervised MA theses. In high demand as a public speaker, her informative 
and entertaining lectures are a highlight at DVSA and numerous organizations 
throughout the region. 
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3A103 Introduction to Stained Glass
Teresa Seaton, B.F.A., Sheridan College
Tuesday: January 14 – February 4 (4 weeks) 7:00 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
This workshop introduces the basics of working with stained glass. You’ll learn to cut, grind, foil, 
solder, patina and polish, and finish a 9-piece feather in four sessions. All materials and tools supplied. 
Course Fee: $175 + HST includes a $50 material fee. Limit: 10 students. 

3A104 Stained Glass Workshop  
Siobhan Lynch

A: *NEW* Valentine Hearts 
 Sunday: February 9 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
B: *NEW* Snowflake with Bevels 
 Sunday: February 23 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. 
C: *NEW* Shamrocks
 Sunday: March 1 (1 day) 9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

Create your own stained glass artwork in this beginner level workshop. We’ll cover the basic steps 
of creating a beautiful stained glass work of art you can share with someone special (or keep it for 
yourself!). Explore the properties of glass with its many textures and colours and learn the essential 
techniques to make a striking piece of glass art. All tools and materials will be provided.  
Course Fee: $109 + HST includes a $35 material fee. Limit: 10 students 

John Wilkinson, N.D.D., R.A.S. (Dist)
Full-time study in DVSA’s Advanced Studio offers an innovative and alternative art education for both 
the post-secondary and mature student. Rather than a conventional approach consisting of a number 
of separate courses, each of The Advanced Studio programs consist of one course encompassing a 
wide range of interrelated theoretical and practical experiences.

The curriculum is flexible and based on the individual needs and interests of each student. A small 
class size offers personal one-on-one instruction in a supportive, challenging and collegial atmosphere 
— a unique arrangement often unavailable at larger institutions.

Three programs of study are available in The Advanced Studio:
• Foundation Studies in Visual Art – a one year course to prepare for further visual arts education
• Independent Study in Fine Art - for those committed to a full-time studio practice
• Residency in Fine Art - for a fine art degree graduate to prepare for a Masters degree

Learn more about each of our Advanced Studio programs, including pricing and how to apply, 
at www.dvsa.ca/advanced-studio

Art History and Special Interest

The Advanced Studio in Fine Art
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Let’s Get Registered.
Registering for a course at DVSA is easy.  
To avoid disappointment, we recommend registering early.

dvsa.ca

Online
www.dvsa.ca. 

By Phone
Call the school at  
905-628-6357 #0 to speak with 
our DVSA team.

In Person
Visit the DVSA front desk at 21 Ogilvie St. in
Dundas (at the corner of Hatt St.). 

Winter Office & Gallery Hours are:
Monday to Friday 9:00 a.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Saturdays and most Sundays 9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Closed for Family Day, February 17, 2020

REGISTER EARLY & WIN!
Sign up by 4:00 p.m. on November 29, 2019 and you could win your winter class/
workshop for FREE! Students who register before the deadline will automatically be entered 
in a draw to win one free class/workshop. Visit www.dvsa.ca or call us today at  
905-628-6357 #0 before November 29 with your class selections. Good luck!

Payment
Full payment is required at the time of registration. DVSA accepts cash, Visa, Mastercard 
and Interac. 

Students 65 and over receive a 10% discount off tuition for all full term courses. Discounts 
must be requested when registering and we may ask for verification.

Materials
Materials for all adult classes are to be provided by the student, unless otherwise stated. 
Course material lists and necessary information will be emailed prior to the first class and/
or made available on the DVSA website. Materials for children’s classes are included, 
unless otherwise stated.

Age Requirements
Adult classes are intended for students ages 16+. Students under the age of 16 must 
receive permission from the Executive Director and course instructor before enrolling. 
Unfortunately, we are not licensed to provide art programming for children under the age of 
4 years.

Parking
There is on-street parking around the school and a municipal lot located on Hatt Street, half 
a block west of the school. Visit dvsa.ca/contact for more information.
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We Want You To k Your Program
If you’ve chosen a class that just isn’t the right fit, let us know within the first two classes 
(the sooner the better!) and we’ll work with you to find an alternate program (a transfer fee 
of $15+HST will apply). If this isn’t possible, we’ll credit your account for the remaining 
classes. Credits may be used for future classes or workshops. 

Refunds, Withdrawals & Transfers
We offer full refunds on cancelled classes. Every attempt will first be made to identify an 
alternative course suitable to the student. If this is not possible, the cancelled course will be 
fully refunded.

All refunds requested by registrants are subject to a $25+HST administrative fee.  
All requests for course refunds must be made at least 2 weeks prior to the start 
date of a course. If a request is made after the 2 week notice period, but prior to the start 
date of the course, a 50% refund for the tuition (minus $25 admin fee) will be refunded. 
We are unable to offer refunds after the start date of the course unless there is a prolonged 
absence due to illness. 

Withdrawal is available at any time for doctor-certified medical reasons and a pro-rated 
percentage of the tuition will be refunded less applicable fees and taxes.

March Break Art Camp requests for transfers ($15+HST) and/or refunds must be 
made 2 weeks prior to the start date of the camp program. With refund requests,  
50% of camp tuition fees will be refunded (minus $25 admin fee). We are unable to offer 
refunds after the 2 week notice period.

Should you request to withdraw from a class/workshop or camp, please be aware the 
registration fee, model and/or material fees + HST are non-refundable.

Please review our full Policies, Procedures and Fine Print on our website at  
dvsa.ca/policies.

WINTER SCHOOL CLOSURES 

Should we need to close DVSA due to inclement winter weather, the following methods are 
used to notify our school community: 

• An email is sent to all students with classes on the day

• Information is posted on our website and our Facebook and Twitter accounts

• A message is posted to our phone system at 905-628-6357

• We notify Hamilton radio station 900 CHML and CHCH Morning Live of our status

If you are uncertain whether the school is open, please refer to one of the resources above.
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Artist Talks
Learning from other artists is one of the seminal elements in an artist’s training. These free 
1-hour talks are an excellent opportunity to hear from the artists themselves as they share 
information on their careers, inspiration, techniques and the work they produce. 

Scott Barnim On Lustreware
Tuesday, January 21 – 10:30 a.m.

Dundas master potter Scott Barnim, will speak about his work 
creating lustreware, a technique developed in T’ang Dynasty, 
China, and refined by potters in 9th century Iraq. Considered  
at the time to be a form of alchemy, the technique produces  
chromatic iridescent effects in gold, silver and deep red.

Scott established his ceramics studio in 1978. He holds an MFA in ceramics  
from the University of Wales. His work is included in public and private  
collections internationally. 

Learn more about Scott and is work at scottbarnimpottery.com.

Barbara Hobot
Thursday, February 20 – 10:30 a.m.
Snow date: Thursday, February 27

Using drawing, sculpture, photography, audio, and video, 
Barbara Hobot creates work that brings distant places and time 
periods closer together. In her talk, she’ll discuss her research-based practice, 
examining tangential connections among the fog-catching nets of central Chile, 
the alchemical recipes of Isaac Newton, and the sonic terrain of her ancestral 
homeland, the Tatra Mountains. She will discuss how her practice has evolved 
from formal representations into the cultural, historical, and metaphorical  
associations of nets. 

Barbara holds an MFA from Western University, lives in Kitchener, and her work is represented by  
Olga Korper Gallery, Toronto. She has exhibited most recently at Durham Art Gallery, Forest City 
Gallery, Cambridge Art Galleries, and the University of Waterloo Art Gallery. Her work has been shown 
across Canada, and in Białystok, Amsterdam and Berlin. 

Learn more about Barbara and her work at barbarahobot.com.

Assistance is always needed with Building Preparation, Installation, Hospitality, Monitors, 
Runners, Marshalls and Security. If you are interested in helping please complete our Volunteer 
form on our website at https://dvsa.ca/support/volunteer or call us at 905-628-6357 Ext 232.

Volunteer Help Needed For Our 50th Annual Art Auction



From a simple garden party with a few paintings in 1970 to 
2020’s exciting three-day event featuring over 1,600 works 
of art – join us April 16-18 as we celebrate 50 years of the 

DVSA Annual Art Auction!

This is an exceptional opportunity to purchase high-quality and 
affordable artwork from established and emerging artists. Paintings, 

pastels, drawings, prints, photography, sculpture, pottery, glass, 
fibre art, jewellery and more.
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There’s an  
artist in all 
of us.
Register online @ dvsa.ca


